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Abstract

speed. Real-time architectures are capable of processing the signals as they are received from the signal
source as opposed to storing them in buffers and processing them in batch mode. The implementation of
the system is not only affected by the sample rate requirements but also by the complexity of the processing algorithms. It is obvious that a given algorithm
will need to be implemented in many different ways
for different applications. These ranges of algorithms
and applications motivate us to study a wide variety
of architecture styles.
Using VLSI technology, DSP algorithms can be prototyped in many ways. These options include (i) single
or multi-processor programmable digital signal processors, (ii) use of core programmable digital signal
processor with customized interface logic, (iii) semicustom and field-programmable gate-array implementations, and (iv) full-custom dedicated hardware implementation. High-level algorithm and architecture
transformations can play an important role in improving the performance of DSP systems in all of these
implementation approaches. In the context of programmable processors, high-level transformations can
lead to more efficient compiled code and a reduction
in the number of programmable processors required
in a multiprocessor environment. On the other hand,
for custom implementations, the transformations can
lead to reduction in silicon area and/or power consumption. Thus, it is important to both understand
the effect of these transformations on DSP circuits and
integrate these transformations in DSP hardware and
software synthesis systems.
The field of VLSI DSP involves study of algorithms
and architectures suitable for VLSI implementation,
theory of architectures which can be used to transform an architecture to other equivalent architectures,
VLSI implementation styles, and high-level synthesis
of DSP systems. Thus, this field bridges the gap between the algorithm designer and the circuit designer.
Typically the algorithm designer does not think about
the implementation aspects and the circuit designer
does not think about the algorithm analysis aspects.
This gap often leads t o inefficient designs because the
opportunity to transform or modify an algorithm to
design an efficient architecture may be missed. The
field of VLSI DSP exploits the interactions between algorithms and implementations to design efficient systems where higher efficiency might imply lower area

Research in t h e field of VLSI digital signal processing ( D S P ) i n v o h ~ e as t u d y of algorithms and architectures f o r V L S I i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of signal and image processing algorithms, theory of architectures and
design methodologies, and computer aided design of
VLSI DSP s y s t e m s w h i c h can m e e t t h e area-speedpower d e m a n d s of applications using available technologies. T h e objective in design and i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
of V L S I D S P s y s t e m s is t o reduce the area and power
while meeting t h e speed requirements of the real-time
applications. A l t h o u g h about one and a half decades
old, this field i s still in its youth. T h e challenges in
meeting the speed-power d e m a n d s of n e w applications
leads t o i n n o v a t i o n s in theory of architectures. At the
s a m e t i m e use of old techniques in n e w applications
allows us t o f u r t h e r generalize and extend k n o w n principles. Because of these continuing advances and because of lack of text books in t h i s field, it remain8 d@cult t o educate practicing engineers and graduate students in this field. This paper presents a n overview of
t w o ten-week quarter courses oflered at the University
of M i n n e s o t a t o t r a i n graduate students in t h i s field.

1

Introduction:

The development of digital signal processing (DSP)
algorithms and their implementation are influenced
by the integrated circuit (IC) technology, the available level of integration and the demands of the applications. DSP is used in numerous applications such
as telephony, mobile radio, satellite communications,
speech processing, multimedia, video and image processing, biomedical applications, radar, and sonar. All
these applications require different sample rates. Realtime implementation of DSP systems requires design
of hardware or code for existing hardware so that the
system can meet the sample rate requirements of the
application. In other words, once the system can meet
the sample rate requirement of the application, there
is no advantage in designing a faster or larger system. Thus, real-time does not, always mean high*This research wan supported in part5 by the National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, the Army Research Office, and the Advanced Research Projects Agency.
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or power consumption or higher speed. Many existing algorithm topologies, particularly those containing
loops as in recursive or adaptive digital filtering, may
not be able to meet the sample rate requirements of
high-speed applications such as radar or video. Thus,
these topologies will need to be transformed to equivalent topologies or completely new topologies will need
to be designed so that these can be operated at higher
speed. At a lower level, computer arithmetic architectures and implementation styles can play an important
role in design of efficient VLSI DSP systems. These
issues also need to be understood by the VLSI signal
processing engineer. Finally high-level hardware and
software synthesis of VLSI DSP systems is an important topic in this field which at the current time is an
active research topic.
The study of VLSI digital signal processing requires
understanding of several subjects such as digital signal
processing algorithms, stochastic processes, computer
architecture, compiler theory, graph theory, VLSI design, digital circuits, computer arithmetic, and computer aided design tools. Depending on the level of
involvement of the engineer, one needs to be familiar
with a subset of these subjects and need not learn all
these subjects. Nevertheless, to develop excellent system solutions, one needs to be familiar with many of
these subjects. Typically a VLSI DSP engineer cannot wait to learn these subjects first before learning
the field of VLSI signal processing. Thus, many required concepts from these other related fields need to
be taught within the scope of the field of VLSI DSP.
In addition, since the field is still in its youth and since
there are no appropriate text books at this time except
the edited book [l],teaching engineers and researchers
the field of VLSI DSP remains a challenge. The only
sources of materials for learning VLSI signal processing are published papers in journals and conferences.
One needs to overcome the discontinuities and notational differences in reading papers in any given topic.
Future text books are expected to make learning this
field easier.
Many of the techniques used in the field of VLSI
digital signal processing are derived from computer
architecture and compiler design. In most computer
science problems, algorithms always terminate. On
the other hand, in DSP, identical computations are
repeated very large number of times and these programs can be referred to as non-terminating programs.
Because of the non-terminating nature, the principles
used in typical computer science applications need to
be appropriately modified. DSP operations are described by data-flow graphs and most of the techniques involve transforming one data-flow graph to
other equivalent data-flow graphs.
In this paper, we present an overview of two tenweek quarter courses which we offer at the University
of Minnesota to train our graduate students in this
field. One of these courses “VLSI Digital Filters” addresses the interaction between algorithms and architectures, design of pipelined and parallel digital filters
for high-speed and/or low-power VLSI implementation for non-recursive filters such as FIR digital filters

and rank-order digital filters, pipelined implementation of recursive and adaptive digital filters using lookahead and relaxed look-ahead techniques and finite
word-length analysis in these filters, theory of systolic
architecture design methodology, and implementation
of VLSI transforms used in image processing. The second course “VLSI DSP Architectures and Synthesis”
addresses theory of architecture transformations (such
as unfolding, retiming, pipelining, folding, associativity, distributivity) to improve performance of architectures, VLSI implementation styles (such as bit-serial,
digit-serial, and bit-parallel), computer arithmetic architectures, and high-level synthesis of VLSI DSP systems including scheduling and allocation and register
minimization. While the first course requires prior understanding of the digital signal processing algorithms,
the second course deals with computation aspects of
signal processing and does not require involved understanding of signal processing algorithms.

2

VLSI Digital Filters:

The students taking this couse are expected to have
taken at least one course in digital signal processing
at the level of [2].This course exploits the interaction
between algorithms and architectures to design more
efficient topologies for reducing power consumption or
making these more suitable for higher speed applications. The second part of this course deals with systolic design methodology and implementation of systolic and semi-systolic architectures for digital filters
and transforms used in image processing.

2.1

Pipelining, Retiming, and Parallel
Processing:

In this course, we begin with review of pipelining and parallel processing. Many students who have
taken one course in digital signal processing and no
courses on computer architecture find this review very
useful. Straightforward use of pipelining and parallel processing can increase the concurrency in systems
which do not contain any feedback loops. It is shown
that pipelining can lead to reduction in critical path
by placing latches at appropriate feed-forward locations. This reduction in critical path can be exploited
to operate the system with higher speed. In other
words, pipelining transforms a topology (containing
no feedback loops) to an equivalent form which is now
suitable for a high-speed application while the original
topology cannot meet the speed demands of the application. Pipelining reduces the critical path at the
expense of increase in latches and the input-output
delay referred to as system latency. How to select
appropriate latches in a systematic manner to reduce
the number of latches required for pipelining is not
taught, since this requires a thorough understanding
of retiming. Retiming can also improve the concurrency by moving delays around the system. Unlike
pipelining, retiming does not alter the system latency.
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Simple examples of retiming are illustrated, but the
theory behind retiming is not covered in this course
but is covered in detail in the “VLSI DSP Architectures and Synthesis” course. Parallel processing is another approach t o increasing concurrency. In parallel
processing, multiple inputs are processed to generate
multiple outputs. In systems with no feedback loops,
this involves duplication of hardware. While the clock
speed is not increased by this approach, the sample
speed is increased. This is because the parallel system
processes multiple inputs in the same time as the sequential system and the sample period, which is the
ratio of the clock period to the number of samples
processed per clock cycle, is reduced in a parallel implementation.
In many low to moderate speed applications such
as speech, audio, wireless communications and in
portable computing applications, it is not important
to design architectures which can be operated at
higher speed. In these applications, it is important
to reduce power consumption which can then increase
the operation time of the system with the same number of batteries [3]. Pipelining and parallel processing
can also be used to reduce power consumption without increasing the system speed [4]. In pipelining, the
reduced critical path can be charged or discharged at
the same speed by using lower charging/discharging
current or by lowering the supply voltage. In parallel
processing, the same critical path can be charged or
discharged in L times longer time where L is the number of samples processed in a clock cycle such that the
sample rate is still same as the sequential system. This
also requires lower supply voltage which then leads to
lower power consumption. Using the example of FIR
digital filters, we demonstrate how pipelining and parallel processing can be used to reduce the power consumption.
In case of higher speed applications such as radar
and video, it is possible to design topologies which can
be operated at arbitrarily higher speed by using parallel processing and by increasing the number of samples
processed in a clock cycle in an arbitrary manner, although at the expense of arbitrary increase in silicon
area. A related question which one might ask is “Can
the power be reduced in an arbitrary manner at the
expense of increasing area?”. It turns out that by using parallel processing, the first fundamental limit is
reached by the supply voltage limit. In other words,
for a given technology and for acceptable noise margins, there exists a lower bound on the supply voltage.
This lower limit on the supply voltage dictates the
maximum number of samples which can be processed
by a parallel system to reduce the power consump
tion. Beyond this number, increasing the number of
samples processed in a clock cycle can only increase
the area but cannot decrease the power consumption.
However, we can still reduce the power consumption
beyond the supply voltage limit by designing parallel architectures where the algorithm complexity increases in a less-than-linear manner with increase in
the number of samples processed per clock cycle. Design of such parallel architectures is demonstrated for

FIR digital filters using linear transformations and for
rank-order filters using substructure sharing [SI.
2.2

Pipelining in IIR and Adaptive Digital Filters:

While it is easy to design pipelined and parallel
architectures for non-recursive systems such as FIR
and rank-order digital filters, it is difficult to design
concurrent architectures for recursive systems using
pipelining and parallel processing. This is because
cutsets in recursive systems do not correspond to feedforward cutsets but feed-back cutsets. Therefore, inserting latches to pipeline these systems alters the
number of loop delays which then changes the functionality of the algorithms. Therefore, one needs to
increase the concurrency in these systems by first using look-ahead computation where the current state
in a recursive system is updated by using a previous
state but not its immediate previous state [6]. In other
words, if y(n) in the original system is updated by using y(n - l), then in a look-ahead architecture y(n)
is computed using y(n - M ) which then allows the
loop to be pipelined by M levels where the M delays
will need to be redistributed or retimed. The lookahead computation technique allows the emulation of
the first order system by an M-th order system which
is in contrary to the design of canonic systems in control systems where the order of system is reduced to
a minimum. For higher-order recursive digital filters,
the look-ahead can take two forms, clustered and scattered. These two forms differ in computation complexity and in stability properties.
No study of VLSI digital filtering is complete
without understanding the performance of the novel
topologies in a fixed-point finite word-length implementation [7]. In a fixed-point pipelined IIR digital
filter, the inexact pole-zero cancellation leads to errors
in the filter response and the look-ahead also requires
large increase in the hardware complexity. To overcome both these problems, constrained filter design
methods are introduced where traditional filter design
methods are modified to include pipelining constraints
to design filter transfer functions which are inherently
pipelined.
In many applications, lattice IIR digital filters result in better finite word-length behavior [SI [9] [lo]
[ 111. Thus, design of pipelined IIR lattice digital filters for basic, normalized, and scaled normalized lattice digital filters is studied in great depth including
scaling and roundoff noise study in these structures
[121*
In case of adaptive digital filters, it is not important to obtain input-output mapping of sequential and
parallel structures. However, the stochastic behavior
of the sequential and pipelined topologies should be
similar where the stochastic properties such as stability, convergence time constant and misadjustment
error of various topologies need to be analyzed. This
requires an understanding of stochastic processes. It
is shown that the technique of relaxed look-ahead us-
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ing sum, product, and delay relaxations can be used to
design families of adaptive filter topologies with different adaptation behavior [13] [14]. Using design tools,
the appropriate topology can be selected to meet the
adaptation behavior required for the application. Design of various pipelined adaptive filters such as lattice
adaptive filters and least mean square adaptive digital
filters is studied [15].
Use of look-ahead in improving the speed of Viterbi
decoders is also illustrated [16] [17].

2.3

hidden in a sequential program. Unfolding is similar
to loop unrolling or software pipelining used in compiler design. While these techniques can improve the
concurrency or the achievable sample rate, they cannot improve the iteration bound in a recursive dataflow graph. The reverse of the unfolding process is
the folding process where several computation operations in the data-flow graph are mapped (or folded)
to one hardware processor [29]. The folding technique
is a powerful technique to design time-multiplexed architectures for DSP data-flow graphs. In the special
case of regular data-flow graphs, the folding technique
reduces to systolic array design methodology.

Systolic Array Design:

The next part of this course addresses the systolic
array design methodology where it is shown how infinite architectures can be designed for a given algorithm using the mapping techniques [18] [19] [20]
[21]. Simple examples such as convolution and matrixvector and matrix-matrix multiplication are used to
understand the systolic design methodology. This
methodology is then applied to study architectures
for several video coding applications such as discrete
cosine transforms and motion compensation architectures [22] [23] [24].

3

3.2

The second topic addresses VLSI implementation
styles and computer arithmetic processor implementations. Three different implementation styles are considered. These include bit-serial [30] [31] [32], digitserial [33] [34] and bit-parallel [35] [36] [37]. In case
of bit and digit-serial, the operations can be either
least or most significant bit/digit first. Two’s complement addition and multiplication using bit-serial
and bit-parallel arithmetic are discussed. It is shown
that digit-serial architectures can be designed either
by folding the bit-parallel architectures or by unfolding the bit-serial architectures. The use of redundant
arithmetic in designing carry-free low-latency arithmetic architectures is considered next [38] [39] [40] [41]
[42]. The two main disadvantages in redundant arithmetic are difficulty in sign detection/comparison evaluation and in converting redundant outputs to two’s
complement outputs. Redundant-to-binary conversion in least and most significant bit first modes and
implementation of addition and subtraction using various implementation styles and redundant arithmetic
are considered. The clock skew [37] and clocking [43]
and asynchronous implementation styles [44] and wave
pipelining [45] are also discussed to some extent. To
demonstrate the application of these implementation
methodologies, a case study of discrete wavelet transform using minimum number of registers [46][47] is
studied [48].

VLSI DSP Architectures and Synthesis:

The course “VLSI DSP Architectures and Synthesis” addresses the interaction between architectures
and integrated circuit design. This course addresses
three different aspects of design which include highlevel architecture transformations, VLSI implementation styles and computer arithmetic, and high-level
scheduling and allocation for synthesis of hardware
and software DSP systems. This course deals with
computation in signal processing and does not require
detailed understanding of DSY algorithms.

3.1

Computer Arithmetic and Implementation Styles:

High-Level Transfor mat ions :

High-level architecture transformations can play an
important roIe in improving the performance of DSP
systems. This course begins with the notion of iteration bound which is the fundamental lower bound on
the achievable clock or sample period in any recursive or feedback system [25]. Several algorithms are
discussed to compute the iteration bound [26]. It is
shown that the iteration bound can be improved by
transformations such as pipelining, retiming [27] and
unfolding [28]. While pipelining can increase concurrency by placing latches at feed-forward cutsets, retiming can increase the concurrency by moving available
delays around the system. Unlike pipelining, retiming
does not increase the latency of a system. The technique of systematic retiming can be used for pipelining also. Unfolding is another technique which transforms a program to an equivalent program which describes several consecutive iterations of the same program. Therefore, unfolding can unravel concurrency

3.3

High-Level Synthesis:

The third topic covered by this course is high-level
scheduling and allocation. This aspect begins with
the study of synthesis of bit-serial systems where the
only problem involved in synthesis is scheduling and
no allocation is carried out [49]. The next topic involves time-constrained synthesis where the objective
is to synthesize an architecture with least hardware
cost to meet the specified time constraint. The dual
problem of resource-constrained synthesis is also considered where the objective is to minimize the execution or iteration period of an algorithm where the
number of processors is fixed. For synthesis of these
systems, several scheduling and allocation strategies
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are discussed [50]. These include heuristic methods
such as as soon as possible, as late as possible, list
scheduling [51], force directed scheduling [52], density scheduling, and iterative loop based scheduling
[53]. An overview of the Cathedral silicon compiler is
studied next [54] [55]. Optimal synthesis techniques
using integer linear programming are also considered
[56] [57] [58] [59]. Register minimization is important
in high-level synthesis. To this end, register minimization using life-time analysis and register allocation schemes are considered. High-level synthesis with
heterogeneous processors is also considered where critical operations are mapped to faster processors such
as bit-parallel and non-critical operations are mapped
to slower processors such as bit-serial. In a heterogeneous environment, data format converters must be
used to reformat the data output from one processor
to be input t o a different type of processor. In addition, synthesis must consider the latency and cost
of these data format converters. This is a challenging
problem and is discussed [59].
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